















! ! ! Towards!Fashion!Library!Concept!


























































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 3 ̶ Questionnaire design process
Chapter 4 ̶ Empirical research
• Data!collection!process
• Data!analysis
Chapter 5 ̶ Findings
Chapter 6 ̶ Conclusion & discussion


























Fashion! library! is!a! rather!new!concept!which!has!emerged!as!a! fashion!
niche!within!the!last!decade.!There!is!not!yet!any!developed!definitions!of!
the!concept!available.!However,!fashion!library!is!commonly!understood!as!
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1!4 Not!at!all 2!4 Rather!
uninterested
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0! 7! 6.1! 6.1!
1! 1! 0.9! 7.0!
2! 1! 0.9! 7.9!
3! 1! 0.9! 8.8!
4! 1! 0.9! 9.6!
5! 10! 8.8! 18.4!
7! 1! 0.9! 19.3!
10! 33! 28.9! 48.2!
15! 10! 8.8! 57.0!
20! 26! 22.8! 79.8!
30! 7! 6.1! 86.0!
35! 1! 0.9! 86.8!
40! 6! 5.3! 92.1!
50! 6! 5.3! 97.4!
100! 3! 2.6! 100.0!


















10!and!lower! 55! 48.2! 48.2!
From!11!to!20! 36! 31.6! 79.8!
From!21!to!30! 7! 6.1! 86.0!
From!31!to!40! 7! 6.1! 92.1!
From!41!to!50! 6! 5.3! 97.4!
Over!50! 3! 2.6! 100.0!

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































1! Count! 2! 1! 0! 0! 1! 4!
Expected!
Count!
















11,1%! 4,2%! 0,0%! 0,0%! 14,3%! 3,5%!
2! Count! 4! 2! 6! 1! 1! 14!
Expected!
Count!
















22,2%! 8,3%! 17,1%! 3,3%! 14,3%! 12,3%!
3! Count! 9! 12! 13! 5! 0! 39!
Expected!
Count!
















50,0%! 50,0%! 37,1%! 16,7%! 0,0%! 34,2%!
4! Count! 3! 7! 9! 13! 2! 34!
Expected!
Count!
















16,7%! 29,2%! 25,7%! 43,3%! 28,6%! 29,8%!
5! Count! 0! 2! 7! 11! 3! 23!
Expected!
Count!
















0,0%! 8,3%! 20,0%! 36,7%! 42,9%! 20,2%!
Total! Count! 18! 24! 35! 30! 7! 114!
Expected!
Count!




































34,455a! 16! ,005! ,005b! ,004! ,005!
Likelihood!
Ratio!
40,611! 16! ,001! ,001b! ,001! ,001!
Fisher's!
Exact!Test!




17,898c! 1! ,000! ,000b! ,000! ,000!
N!of!Valid!
Cases!
114!      
 
!
a.!15!cells!(60,0%)!have!expected!count!less!than!5.!The!minimum!expected!count!is!,25.!
b.!Based!on!100000!sampled!tables!with!starting!seed!2000000.!
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!APPENDIX!4.!Survey!Questionnaire!Content!
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